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Welcome Life Reset Families
Welcome to all the new and returning members joining Life Reset
for the 2023-2024 service year.   The Life Reset Foundation is
steadfast in its commitment to providing dedicated services,
empowering young individuals to become engaged citizens involved
in a wide spectrum of societal initiatives. Together, we strive to build
a sense of community that brings fulfilment in our lives as well as the
lives of those we impact.  Let‘s make it a memorable service year!

Noah  Johnson, Editor
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10/21 Hope for the Hills Park Cleaning

Noah Johnson, West Torrance High School (11th)
Our first event was held on a bright Saturday morning at our
adopted park, Hope for the Hills located in the city of Chino Hills. 
We kicked off our first event over snacks and greetings,
recognizing the familiar faces and welcoming the new ones.  We
separated into groups to efficiently collect the trash that had been
building up at the park since the last time we had been there.  We 

also looked for any signs of
vandalism or damage on the
park property.  As my group 
walked up and down the trails,
the park appeared to be well
kept.  However, on a deeper
look, we found  hidden cans,
plastic litter, and other various 

debris. Smaller acts like collecting
trash at parks may not seem like much
in the moment, but over time can have
a great impact on the community,
emphasizing the importance of
organizations such as ours.
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On the last Saturday of every month, the Life Reset Foundation
holds an event to clean up the OC Korean War Memorial in city of
Fullerton.  We have made it our goal to do so in order to preserve
the integrity of the memorial, as well as to honor those who
served and gave their lives for freedom.  During the cleanups, we
wipe down the granite that holds the names of 40,000 fallen
troops to ensure that it stays pristine.  In maintaining the
memorial, we learn about our veterans and our history.  Adjacent
to the Korean War Memorial is Hillcrest Park where we have
members plog with the intent of beautifying the area.  Although
we didn’t originally do this as a normal routine, we saw the need
presented by the community and took the initiative to act on it.  

10/28 Korean War Memorial Park Cleaning



Recognition 

In our efforts to bring positive change to our
communities, we have been recognized by publications
such as The Korea Daily.  Let‘s keep continue making
with our efforts to make an impact, one step at a time.
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Upcoming Events

Humane Society
(Pet Toy
Collection Due)

November 18, 2023
Hollywood
Christmas
Parade

November 26, 2023


